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PROGRAM NOTES 
Hark, How All Things in One Sound Rejoice •.••••••• Henry Purcell 
(c. 1659-1695) 
Henry Purcell is considered one o! the finest of the early 
English composers. His contributions include an opera, 
"Dido and Aeneas," chamber music, some keyboard works and 
numerous sonqs. 
Blow , Blow Thou Winter Wind ••.••••••.••• Dr. Thomas A. Arne 
(17lD-1778) 
Educated at Eton, Thomas Arne was beinq prepared for a 
career in law when he turned hia energies to-rd musical 
composition. "Blow, Blow Thou Winter Wind" along with 
two other songs were composed in 1740 !or a revival of 
William Shakespeare's play, "As You Like It." 
Die Forelle • . • 
(The Trout) 
Franz Schubert 
(1797-1828) 
This fabl e , in song- form, is the story of the fisherman 
who tried to catch a trout which, thanks to the clarity 
of the water , escaped his hook until he nuddied the 
stream. The agile, elegant swittness of the trout is 
portrayed in the bubbling accompaniment. 
Litanie 
(Litany) 
Franz Schubert 
The peace and serenity of Heaven are muaically described 
herein. The message conveyed to all departed souls is 
one of tranquility, rest and peace. 
Ganymed 
(Ganymede) 
Franz Schubert 
The mythical character of Ganymede, cup-bearer to the 
Gods, who was carried to Olympus by zeus disguised as 
an eagle, is used as a aimile o! the poet, borne heaven-
ward in the ecstasy of inspiration. "To the stars, 0 
mortal, take ye wings. • • The clouds float earthward, 
as though to meet 7llY longing. Fold 1118, then, in thy 
embrace; then, I will rise to Thee, All-Loving Father!" 
vi 
Abschied • • • • 
(Departure l 
Franz Schubert 
"Good-bye, merry, happy town, 9Q<>d-bye. My horse is paving, 
now receive my last greeting. You never aaw me unhappy and 
it will not happen now, when I aay farewell. Good-bye ye 
trees and green gardena. Nov I ahall ride along the silver 
stream and loudly aing farewell. You never heard a sad eong, 
I shall not give you one at parting. • 
Deb vieni alla finestra • 
(0 come to the window) (Don Giovanni) 
w. A. Mozart 
(1756-1791) 
Mozart stands alone as a genius in opera as well as every 
other area of composition he undertook. In this serenade 
Don Giovanni sings to Donna Elvira. "Come to the window, 
my beloved, I sing to you of love. Come console my long-
ing, else I die. Your lips are sweeter than honey and 
your breath as soft as the South wind. Cane, my love, 
come to me • " 
Finch' han dal vino •••••••••••••••••••• w. A. Mozart 
(While there is wine) (Don Giovanni) 
Don Giovanni relates his wishes for an elaborate celebra-
tion which will include beautiful ladies, dancing, and 
perhaps, a little later in the evening, a few love affaire 
with the enchanting ladiea in attendance. 
Urna Fatale • 
(Destiny's Secret) (La Forz:a del Deetino) 
Recitative and Aria 
Giuseppe Verdi 
(1813-1901) 
verdi, the qre3teat of the Italian operatic composers, 
wrote hie first opera at the age of twenty-five and his 
last opera the masterpiece "Falstaff," at the age of 
eighty. He had a strong sense of characterization and 
a fine feeling for -lody and drama. The text of the 
recitative and aria is concerned with Don Carlo's dis-
covery that his father's murderer ia alive and nearly 
in his hands. In the aria (Eglie salvo: Oh gioia 
immense) Don carlo exclaim• his joy that he will fin-
ally avenge his father's death. 
vii 
Chants Populaires Hebraiques 
(Popular Hebrew Chants) 
.Darius Milhaud 
(1892- ) 
Chant du veilleur (SOng of the watchman) 
In an interesting twentieth-century style Milhaud tells of 
the watchman who goes through the night without sleep. 
" ••• All others are in sleep, but I search for rest on 
the stones. " 
Chant Hassidique (Hassidique Chant) 
"What can I say to you, and what can I tell you, who can 
explain the meaning of one-two-three-four-five-six-seven? 
Seven, that's the Sabbath, and Six the parts of the Talmud, 
and Five the parts of the Bible and Four the Ancestors, and 
Three the Patriarche, and T>oc the Tables of the Law and one 
is our God, is our only God. There is no one to equal Hilll, 
our God is one. " 
Mandolins ••. Claude Debussy 
(1862-1919 ) 
Debussy wrote more than fifty songs during his career. 
He is generally labeled a musical "IIIlpressionist" by virtue 
of his kaleidoscopic harmonies and shifting tone colors. In 
"Mandolins" he describes how the aerenaders and listeners, 
in flowing gowns and elegant silk jackets chat as the shadows 
whirl in the moonlight and the aandoline chatters in the 
trembling breeze. 
Silent Noon • • • . • • Ralph Vaughan Williams 
(1872-1958) 
One of the greatest Engliah c0111posers since Purcell, Vaughan 
Williams was strongly influenced by the folk music of his 
native England. 
Lullee, Lullay ••• Willi- Berg-
(1921- ) 
William Bergsma is presently the heed of the music departBent 
at the University of washington in Seattle. 
Now Sleeps the Crimson Petal • • • • Roger Quilter 
(1871-1953) 
An English composer, Quilter has given ua many songs eJIIPloyiDq 
texts of English poets such as Shakespeare and Tennyson. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The primary objective of this report ia to gain an increased 
knowledge of the various musical styles and practices of the periods 
which this recital report covers. Further it seems reasonable to 
expect that the student will develop a greater understanding of and 
appreciation for the composers a nd compositions contained herein . 
Secondary objectives include the effective implementation of 
the tools of music research and the logical, coherent presentation 
of information in a formal paper. 
It is with these objectives in mind that the writer undertakes 
the preparation of this report. 
2 
Hark, How ~ll Things in One Sound Rejoice Henry Purcell 
(1659-1695) 
Henry Purcell, born in London, is considered by most authorities to 
be one of the finest English composers of all time. His teachers in-
eluded Pelham Humfrey and John Blow. In 1679 Purcell became organist 
of Westminster Abbey. In addition to this he was also composer to the 
king and organist of the Chapel Royal. 1 From early childhood Purcell's 
life centered around musical performance and composition, and he per-
formed as a chorister of the Chapel Royal until his voice changed. It 
was then that he began his study of composition under Humfrey. 2 
England in Purcell's time was quite enchanted with music from Italy 
and France. Although he was influenced by and attracted to the music 
from these countries, he imposed his own form and style on the ideas he 
chose to incorporate from these foreign influences. 3 
English music, after Purcell, experienced a sharp decline in public 
acceptance until the twentieth century. As Lang has observed: 
It is unfortunate that Purcell died at such an early age. A truly 
divine genius was lost in the young musician who died at the height 
of his powers . • The unfortunate tunes ard orientation of the 
British mind sealed with his death the fate of English music drama, 
which mi~ht have formulated a musico-dramatic style of Shakespearean 
stature. 
loenis Stevens, A History of Song (New York: w. w. Norton, 1961), 
p. 128. 
2Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, third edition, Vol. IV 
(New York: Macmillan Company, 1937), p. 287. 
3Paul Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization (New York: w, W. 
Norton, 1941), p. 417-418. 
4rbid., p. 418. 
3 
Purcell's songs make up an important part of his total output . The 
piano has not proved to be the best accompanying instrument for his 
songs, because it becomes too heavy and tends to overshadow the vocal 
l i ne . While the harpsichord provides a lighter, more satisfactory ac-
companiment, neither harpsichords nor harpsichordists are in plentif ul 
supply. 5 In spite of these obstacles, and a few unscrupulous editing 
practices, 6 Purcell's songs remain an exceptionally fine source of vocal 
l iterature . 
Hark, How All Things in One Sound Rejoice opens in a lively three-
quarter meter utilizing a seventeen measure introduction. The form of 
the composition is ABA with extension . The first section is in E major 
and concludes on a half cadence in measure fifty-three. The B section 
is sixteen measures in length , and it cornea to a close on a submediant 
triad in measure sixty-ni ne . Measure seventy brings a return to the A 
theme with a text identical to that used in the opening section . A 
portion of the final A section, measures ninety through ninety-eight , 
is an exact repetition of measures eighty-one through eighty-nine and 
brings the song to i ts conclusi on in E major. 
Rhythmically, there are a variety of techniques which Purcell uses 
to provide interest in the song. The sequential eighth note figure, 
which opens in the bass clef of the accompaniment, continues in the 
5oenis Stevens, A History of Song (New York: w. W. Norton, 1961) , 
p. 130. 
6A. K. Holland, Henry Purcell (London: G. Bell and Sons Ltd., 
1932). p. 238. 
4 
treble clef in measure three and sets the stage for the vocal line which 
enters at measure eighteen. The extended phrase lengths are given added 
interest by the alternating patterns of eights and dotted eighth wi th 
sixteenth combinations . This was a common technique with Purcell who 
frequently used dotted rhythms to illustrate emotions such as joy and 
triumph. 7 
Example 1. 
Purcell. Hark, How All Th i ngs in One Sound Rejoice, Measures 26-29. 
~ 
In the contrasting middle section of the song Purcell uses an em-
bellishment figure consisting of two sixteenth notes which lead into 
each descending, sequential pattern. With few exceptions the bass l ine 
maintains a continuous quarter note pattern which allows the rhythmic 
intracacies of the vocal line to be heard clearly. 
7rbid., p . 115-116 . 
5 
Example 2. 
Purcell. Hark, How All Things in One SOUnd Rejoice, Measures 60-64. 
f1 
-r ..... r r . r: 
. .. 
~ 
_ _--!:t.....l'L_ .. 
6 
Blow, Blow Thou Winter Wind . . • • . • • • • • • • • • . • Thomas Arne 
(1710-1778) 
Thomas Arne was born March 12, 1710, in London and died there on 
March 5, 1778. Following his education at Eton College, he spent three 
years working in a soliciter's office. During this time he studied music 
on his own and became a proficient violinist. His first efforts in com-
position were musical settings for plays. His musical score for Comus 
accompanied the presentation of this play at Drury Lane Theatre on March 
4, 1738. 1 The work which gave Arne immortality was Alfred. This work, 
a masque produced at Cliveden, Bucks, in 1740, includes as a finale the 
familiar Rule Britannia. 2 
Thomas Arne was awarded an honorary Doctor of Music degree by 
Oxford University in 1759 which accounts for the frequent referrals to 
•or." Arne. 3 Arne was favorably accepted in England during a time when 
the English listening habits were largely dominated by music of other 
countries. 
1Nicolas Slonimsky, (Ed.) Baker's Biographical Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians (New York: G. Schirmer, 1958), fifth edition, p. 46-47. 
2oenis Stevens, A History of SOng (New York : w. w. NOrton, 1961), 
p. 140 . 
3slonimsky, p. 46-47. 
7 
Blow, Blow Thou Winter Wind, written in 1740, is included in a Drury 
Lane production of Shakespeare's As You Like It. 4 A five measure piano 
introduction opens the song which ia written in a rather deliberate four-
four meter and is strophic with two atanzaa. The figured bass in this 
edition was realized by James WOodside. Harmonically, the piece remains 
in E major throughout with the exception of a brief passage, measures fif-
teen through seventeen, which gives a temporary feeling of moving to F-
sharp minor. The form is ABA with the final A section containing only a 
portion of the opening melodic idea. The final melodic statement, measures 
twenty-five through twenty-seven, is an imitation of measures three through 
five of the introduction. This melodic fragment provides rhythmic and 
melodic unity between the opening and closing measures of the song. 
Arne's use of the technique of text painting is illustrated in mea-
sures twelve and thirteen. Melodically, this low point of the song seems 
appropriately related to the words "men's ingratitude" and "benefits forgot . • 5 
Example 3. 
Thomas Arne. 
4Ibid., p. 139. 
Blow Thou Winter Wind, Measures 12-13. 
Thy 
Tho' 
SJames Woodside, (Ed.) seven Centuries of Solo-SOng, Vol. II, 
(Boston, Massachusetts: Boston Music Company, 1942) p. 29. 
8 
Of particular interest is the sweepinq vocal line in the closing 
section, measure twenty-five, which serves as the dramatic climax of the 
song. 
EX4111ple 4. 
Rhythmically, Arne makes extensive use of the "scotch snap" which 
is a r eversal of the dotted eighth and sixteenth combination. Thi s figure 
serves to enhance the rhythmic vitality of the piece and was a common de-
vice with the early English composers. 6 
Example 5. 
Thomas Arne . Blow, Blow Thou Winter Wind, Measure 26. 
¥*'0· ·~~0 w 
tho!.... thy_ breath be _ 
fr iend re - mem - berl:l 
6willi Apel, (Ed.) Harvard Dictionary of Music (CADibridge, Manachus-
etts: Harvard University Press, 1961), p. 217. 
9 
Die Forelle, (The Trout), Litanie, (Litany) •...•.. 
Ganymed, ~bschied, (Farewe_l_l_) __ __ 
Franz Schubert 
( 1797-1828) 
Franz Schubert, born in Vienna, beqan his study of music at age 
eight. His training included instruction in organ, violin, piano, singing 
and thorough-bass. In addition, he was a boy soprano and was a member of 
the Vienna Choir Boys organization. He studied under Salieri for a per-
iod of four years, 1812-1816. The first evidence of his ability as a 
composer came at the age of fourteen with his song Hagars Klage, (Hagars 
Lament) : two years later he manifested his ability in instrumental com-
position with his first symphony. ~t this time his voice began to change 
so he left the ~· which was the training school for court singers 
he attended for approximately five years. In 1814 Schubert completed his 
first Mass and in the· three years following, he taught in his father's 
school. In 1815 he wrote Erlkonig, (Erlking) one of his finest composi-
tions. During this time he is said to have written as many as eight songs 
in one day . His outp~t for 1815 included at least one hundred and forty-
four songs. 1 
Schubert had a difficult time obt-..aining consistent employment and 
had to rely on the small income his compositions earned and on the charity 
of his friends. He lived at the estate of Count Esterhazy during the 
summers of 1818 and 1824: however, after each stay at the estate, he 
returned to Vienna. 2 
lNicolas Slonimsky, (Ed.) Baker's Biographical Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians (New York: G. Schirmer, 1958) fifth edition, p. 46-47 . 
2rbid. 
10 
Franz von Schober was a great friend to Schubert and often provided 
him a place to live and enough money for food. Through this man, Schubert 
met Michael Vogl, a fine baritone, who became a close friend. Vogl gave 
many sensitive performances of Schubert's aongs. 3 
Schubert had a definite gift for successfully relating music and 
words . The following statement from Lang appraises the delicate balance 
which he achieved between text and music in his songs. 
Had he [Schubert) accepted the romantic dictum of the poet's abso-
lute supremacy, merely providing music to the text, he would not 
have created the modern song; but by consciously elevating such 
purely musical elements as harmony and instrumental accompaniment 
to equal importance with poem and melody, he brought to bear upon 
the atmosphere of the song the force of an overwhelming musical 
organism, a force sufficient to establish a balance between poetry 
and music. 4 
His melodic inventiveness has become legendary in the amount of attention 
it has received. "Of all the qualities generally associated with Schubert's 
songs, the most obvious is that of lyrical beauty; .s His contri-
butions t o the art song include an increased range of modulations, flexi-
bility of phrasing, rhythmic variety, and imaginative accompaniments. 6 
)Newman Flower, Franz Schubert (New York: Tudor Publishing Co., 
1935), p. 76-77. 
4Paul H. Lang, Music in Western Civilization (New York: w. W. 
Norton, 1941), p. 780. 
Soenis Stevens, A History of song (New York: w. w. Norton, 1961), 
p. 237. 
6~ .• p. 238-242. 
Die Forelle, The Trout, is one of his better known works. 
In a limpid brooklet, 
Merrily speeding, 
A playful trout 
Shot past like an arrow. 
I stood on the bank, 
Watching with happy ease 
The lively little fish 
Swimming in the clear brook. 
A fisherman with his rod 
Was standing there on the bank, 
Cold-bloodely watching 
The fish dart to and fro • • • 
"So long as the water remains clear," 
I thought, "He will not 
Catch the trout 
With his rod." 
But at last the thief 
Could wait no more. 
With guile he made the water muddy, 
And, ere I could guess it, 
His rod jerked, 
The fish was floundering on it, 
And my blood boiled 
As I saw the betrayed one. 7 
ll 
Schubert uses a series of sixteenth note sixes to open the song. A. six 
measure introduction and an identical six measure closing section employ 
this series, first in the treble clef and then four more times in the 
bass clef. 
7sergius Kagen, (Ed.), Gerard Mackworth-Young (Translation) 
Schubert--200 Songs in Three Volumes (New York: International Mu•ic 
Co., 1961), Vol. I, p. XXI-XXII. 
12 
Example 6. 
schubert. Die Forelle, Measures 1-5. 
The repeated use of the sixteenth note figure effectively portrays the 
bubbling brooklet. The song -ploys an altered strophic pattern but dis-
plays a three part fonn. This unusual arrang-ent is noted by Einstein: 
'Die Forelle' is a simple strophic song, but its form, as such, is 
'deranged, • since Schubert found it impossible to do justice to the 
third verse, which describes the catching of the fish, within the 
framework of the melody. He ther3fore treated this verse as a 
'scena,' a 'recitativo in tempo.' 
The final section consists of an abbreviated period, measures forty-six 
through fifty-three, which is identical to the material used to conclude 
the first two stanzas. 
In contrast to the first two stanzas which are in A major, SChubert 
moves the third stanza to F-sharp minor, the relative minor, to achieve 
a mor" turbulent atmosphere as the text describe" the fisher1114n' a im-
patience and the fish's struggle. 
8Alfred Einstein, Schubert--A Musical Portrait (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1951), p. 143. 
13 
Example 7. 
Schubert. Die Forelle, Measures 32-33. 
The dramatic quality of the accompaniment is further heightened by the 
rapidly alternating dominant to tonic progression of measures thirty-six 
through thirty-seven as revealed in the following example. 
Example a. 
Schubert. Die Forelle, Measure 36-37. 
The A major tonality returns in measure forty-five and reaaina to the 
end of the song. 
14 
Litanie, (Litany) is a strophic aonq in D-flat major which maintains 
a ~tempo throughout. The Englhh tranalation follows: 
Rest in peace all aouls, 
Who overcame a fearful torment, 
Who ended (a) sweet dream, 
Weary of life, born scarcely, 
From the world to over there depart: 
All souls rest in peace! 
L<:ninq maiden's souls, 
Whose tears not to count, 
Who a faithless friend deserted, 
And (who) the blind world expelled: 
All, who from here departed, 
All souls rest in peace! 
And (they) who never at the sun 11111iled, 
(Who) beneath the moon on thorns (stayed) awake, 
God in the pure light of heaven 
Once to see by sight: 
All, who from here departed, 
All souls rest in peace! 9 
The song is comprised of four phrases with cadences respectively on the 
tonic, dominant, dominant and tonic. This does not include the one mea-
sure introduction and the three measure closing passage in the accompani-
ment which contains its own beautifully melodic material. There is ample 
evidence of Schubert's chromatically altered harmonies in measures tour 
and five, which include an Italian augmented sixth chord on beat two of 
measure five. 
9aerton Coffin, Werner Singer and Pierre Delattre, WOrd-by-WOrd 
Translations of Sonqa and Arias (New York: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 
1966), p. 392-393. 
15 
Example 9. 
Schubert. Litanie, Measures 4-5 • 
..,llbracM eln ban • 1M Qui -len, die ..,n. 
I'On Tri o non nlcll\ _ Ill aii.h. len , die eln 
1un ~ond auf Dor • aonwadl-\ea,6ot\ 1m 
:===:= 
Measures seven and eight make up the third phrase of the vocal line and 
also contain some interesting chromatic alterations in the accompaniment 
including a secondary dominant. This occurs on the first beat of measure 
eight and is followed by the same chord in the next measure but this time 
with a flatted third and fifth. This progression reaches its logical 
concluaion with the dominant seven chord which is the half cadence on 
which the vocal phrase reaches its reating place. 
Example 10. 
Schubert. Litanie, Measures 7-8. 
eob<nosaU, f;a-bo-renhum, au5 derWel\ hln-Uob<~en: 
llid dlo blln-deWelt...,rstleB: AI o le,dlt ..,n h!=t:dlleden, 
;;;;;?ji 
Schubert's pianistic writing is beautifully apparent in the accom-
paniment of his songs and it is particularly evident in Litanie. The 
harmonies move smoothly from one to another in a style which complements 
the serenity of the vocal line. 
16 
Schubert frequently drew f:rom Goethe tor his song texts. Such is 
the case with Ganymed, one of Schubert' a better known songs. The English 
translation follows: 
How in the morning radiance 
You glow around me, 
Spring, beloved! 
With the thousandfold joy of love, 
My heart is enveloped 
By the blissful sensation of your eternal warmth, 
0, infinite beauty! 
That I might clasp you 
In my arms! 
Ah , on your bosom 
I lie, languishing, 
And your flowers, your grass 
Press against my heart. 
You cool the burning 
Thirst of my bosom, 
Lovely morning breeze! 
While the nightingale calla 
To me tenderly from the misty vale. 
I cane, I come, 
Whither, ah! whither? 
Upwards, upwards I am driven! 
The clouds float 
Downwards1 the clouds 
Bend down towards my yearning love. 
To me. to me! 
In your lap 
Upwards! 
Embracing and embraced. 
Upwards to thy boa0111, 
All-loving father:lO 
Ganymed h through composed and opens with an eight measure piano intro-
duction in E major (original key--A-flat major). The aong -Y be dill-
cussed in four sections although they are not all clearly defined by 
cadences and keys. The first section begins with e slow, serena vocal 
l~agen (Ed.), Mackworth-Young (Trans.), p. XXVII-XXVIII. 
17 
statement in E major and concludes on the first beat of meaiiUre thirty-
one in G major. The second section includes a recurring triplet fiqure 
in the right hand of the acc:c.pan~t. This is significant in that it 
provides slightly 1110re IIIOY-nt than did the opening sta~nt which was 
predominantly in quarter and eighth notes. Connecting the second and 
third sections is a three measure transitory passage in the piano. A 
tempo marking of !!!!. ~ accelerando is indicated at the beqinning of the 
third section. This is in keeping with the gradual increase of tempo 
and dramatic intensity which has been a feature of each succeeding sec-
tion. 
Example 11. 
Schubert. Gan}'!led, Measure 68. 
In contrast to the third part the final section is cal111 and serene. The 
accompaniment broadens to whole and half notes predominantly and under-
scores the final textual statement. 
Throughout the song Schubert freely moves through a variety of 
tonalities including at least passing statements in twelve different keys. 
The predominating tonalities are outlined below. 
Section I (E major, B major) Meaaurea one through thirty 
Section II (G major, 0 major, C major) Measures thirty-one through 
sixty-seven 
19 
Section III (D-flat major) Measures sixty-eight through one hundred 
and five 
section IV (D-flat major) Measures one hundred and six through one 
hundred and twenty-one 
Abschied is a song of farewell in which the departing one Sllys good-
by to all that has meant so much to him. His 11111nner is carefree but not 
altogether convincing: 
Farewell, you blithe and joyous town, farewell! 
My horse already paws the ground with merry foot, 
Take now, before I go, flfY last parting Slllute . 
As you have never yet seen me unhappy, 
That will not befall you now at flfY departure. 
Farewell, you blithe and joyous tQVn , farewell! 
Farewell, you trees and gardens green, farewell! 
Now I ride along beside the silvery stre11111, 
Far-echoing resounds lfJI'j parting song 1 
You have never heard a sad song, 
So you will not be given a sad one as I go. 
Farewell, you trees and gardens green, tarewell! 
Farewell, you friendly girls over there, tarewell! 
Why do you look out free the flower-scented house 
With roguish, allur i ng gaze at me? 
As always, I greet you and look round at you, 
But I never turn my horse around. 
Farewell, you friendly girls over there, farewell! 
Farewell, dear sun, now going to rest, farewell! 
Now sparkles the gold of the twinkling stare , 
How much I love you, little stars! 
When we traverse the earth, far and wide, 
You are our faithful escort everywhere. 
Farewell, dear sun, now going to rest, farewell! 
Farewell, little glimmering window, farewell! 
You shine so cosily in the gloaming 
And invite us so warmly into the little cottage. 
How many a time, indeed have I ridden past! 
And today, is it to be for the last time? 
Farewell, little glimmering window, farewell! 
Farewell, you stars! Veil yourselves in grey, farewell! 
For the dim glimmering light of that little window 
You countless stars are no eubetitute, 
If I cannot tarry here, but must be gone, 
What avails it that you still follow me so faithfully? 
Farewell, you stars! Veil youreelvee in grey, farewell! 11 
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The accompaniment for Abschied ie written in eighth notes with the 
exception of the final two measuree. This accanpaniment, when combined 
with the text, is suggestive of the rapid movement of the rider's horse. 
Example 12. 
SChubert. Abechied, Measures 1-2. Cll1 im , __ . ~, ,~, , (,V,_~_u 
The remarkable sublety achieved by Schubert in this song is well worth 
comment. EVen though the singer etates repeatedly that he is saying 
goodby to the town with a happy heart, his bravado is belied somewhat by 
the subdued dynamic markings, piano to pianissimo, and several brief 
harmonic passages in the minor mode. 
Example 13. 
Schubert. Abschied, Measures 79-Bl. 
11xbid., p. xvx. 
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The sonq is in ~ tor11 and follows the following pattern and key 
scheme. 
A 
Tonic 
B major 
:B 
Subdaninant 
E major 
A: 
Tonic 
B major 
c 
Unrelated Key 
G major 
A 
Tonic 
B major 
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Deh Vieni alla finestra, (0 come to the window). Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
Finch' han dal vino (While there is wine) !'r011 Don Giovanni (1756-1791) 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, born in Salzburg, is unquestionably one of 
the greatest of all composers. He showed a remarkable interest in music 
at age four. At six he and his older sister were featured in concerts in 
Munich and Vienna. In 1763 they journeyed to Paris and Versailles on a 
concert tour during which Mozart was featured on harpsichord and violin. 
Following the trip they spent fifteen months in England where Mozart 's 
abilities amazed the king. 
By the time he was eight he had begun his work as a composer, In 
1768 he visited Vienna, and there he wrote his first opera. Upon his 
return to Salzburg, at age thirteen, he was appointed Konzertaeister 
to the Archbishop. In 1769 Leopold Mozart, Wolfgang's father, decided 
on an Italian tour which proved successful and the young prodigy dis-
played his versatility as a composer and performer. In 1772 the Arch-
bishop of Salzburg died and his successor, Hieronymus, proved to he 
much less of a friend to music and Mozart. It was also at this time 
that Mozart experienced a series of disappointments. He was unable to 
obtain employment equal to his abilities and a trip to Paris added little 
recognition. Upon his return to Salzburg he became court organist in 
addition to his regular job as Konzertaeister and still found time to 
compose his first liUijor dramatic work, the opera Idomeneo. In the sum-
mer of 1781 Mozart moved to Vienna and in 1782 was married to Constanze 
Weber. Their marriage was plagued by financial difficulties. In addi-
tion to the probleas of his personal finances Mozart had to work with 
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tempermental Italian singers in the production of Le Nozze di Figaro 
(The Ma=iage of Figaro). Although the singers, who prefe=ed the works 
of Sarti, Paisiello, and Cimarosa, nearly sabotaged the opera, it was 
produced successfully in Prague. Mozart lived there and completed Don 
Giovanni in 1787. In 1789 he refused a lucrative offer from King 
Friedrich Wilhelm and returned to Vienna to complete the opera Die 
Zauberflote (The Magic Flute).l 
His final work, the Requiem was uncompleted at the time of his 
death. Einstein states that the Requiem was completed by Mozart's pupil, 
Franz sussmayer. 2 There have been a variety of theories about the 
entire authorship of the work but Einstein's is plausible and it is 
given support in a lengthy discourse by Lanq. 3 In any event, Mozart was 
seriously ill at the time the work was being written, and the legend per-
sists that Mozart was convinced he was writing his own requiem. He died 
before completion of the work and was buried in an unmarked grave in 
1791. 4 
1Nico1as Slonimsky, (Ed.) Baker's Biographical Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians (New York: G. Schirmer, 1958) fifth edition, p. 1123-1125. 
2Alfred Einstein, Mozart, His Character, His work (Nev York: 
Oxford University Press, 1965), p. 353. 
lPaul H. Lang, The Creative world of Mozart (New York: w. w. NOr-
ton, 1963), p. 103-106. 
4Milton Cross and David EVen, Encyclopedia of the Great Composers 
and Their Music (New York: Doubleday and Co., 1962), Vol. II., p. 523. 
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Deh vieni alla finestra and Finch' han dal vino are both from 
Mozart's opera Don ·Giovanni, and both are aunq by the lead character, 
Don Giovanni, around whom the opera centers. The plot of the work is 
based on the Spanish legend of the great lover, Don Juan, whose roguish 
manner and cavalier behavior charm the ladies and lead him to his fate . 
In Deh vieni alla finestra, a serenade from Act two, scene one, Don 
Giovanni plays the mandolin and serenades Elvira's maidservant whom he 
has maneuvered into solitude for the purpose of seduction. The voca l 
line enters at measure four and is liquid and flowing in a style appro-
priate to a love song. The aria is strophic with two stanzas each of 
which employs an AB or two part internal structure. Each section is one 
period in length and in each case the A section ends on the dolllinant and 
the B section concludes on the tonic, D major. 
Beginning with measure fifteen, Mozart briefly touches on harmonic 
progressions includi ng F-aharp minor, E minor, A minor and G major. 
Example 14. 
Mozart. Deh vieni alla fineatra from Don Giovanni, Measure 15-18 . 
The second stanza is a repeat of the first and contains a two measure 
closing phrase in the accompaniment. 
o .. . 
Oh, ; 
The English translation of Deh vieni alla finestra included here 
is by Natalia Macfarren. 
From out thy casement g lancing, oh , .aile upon Jfte! 
With aigha of hapless love I sing this ditty! 
Thy bo110111 I 1o10uld IIOVe, thou baa undone ae, 
Oh, grant the prayer of love and show scme pity! 
Than roses art thou fairer, than honey sweeter, 
Balmier 'tis when thou sighest than western breezes! 
Oh, come, my fair, descend, cOllie, I entreat thee! 
Death shall my torments end, if death thee pleases! 5 
5Kurt Adler, (Ed.) Operatic Anthology (New York: G. SChiraer, 
1953), Vol. IV., p. 56-58. 
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Finch' han dal vino is an aria which takes place in scene four of 
Act I. The qeneral idea of the text is that Laporello, Don Giovanni's 
servant, is to gather up the villaqers and peasants for a qala party. 
While the quests dance and drink, Don Giovanni plans to add several more 
female conquests to his already impressive list of victories. 
This "patter" style aria opens in B-tlat major and follows the key 
scheme and structure outlined below with the correspondinq measures. 
A B D A D A Coda 
Tonic Dominant 
c 
Tonic 
(minor) 
57-69 
A 
Tonic 
(Major) 
70-85 
1-16 17-56 86- 97-
96 104 
105- 120- 127-
119 127 160 
The many repeated thematic aootives and the rapid movement of the 
aria are relieved only occasionally by instances such as the follovinq 
example in which the vocal line sustaina an E-flat for six and one half 
counts as the accoepanilllent underscores this with an ascendinq chromatic 
line. 
Example 15. 
Mozart. Finch' han dal vino from Don Giovanni, Measures 116-119. 
I ..-- - ----~, ...- - - .-
, .. r 1 r 1 Frfr 
I 
The teBBitura of the vocal line is a challenqe to the performer to 
sustain the qay, liqht-hearted manner which the music and text suqqest. 
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The English text of Finch' han dal vino used here is from the pre-
viously quoted collection of operatic ariaa with translation by Natalia 
MacFarren -
For a carousal Where all is madneaa, 
Where a ll i s gladness, Do thou prepare. 
Maids that are pretty, Dames that are witty, 
All to my castle Bid them repair, 
I'll have no discipline, Folly shall rule it, 
Some minuetting, Each one shall fool it , 
Some a fandango, So they are fair! 
Then in the gloaming , Pensively roaming, 
Some pretty damsel With me will stray, 
Beauties in plenty My list adorning, 
Will, ere the morning, Not say 1118 nay! 6 
6Ibid •• p. 59-62. 
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Urna Fatale (Destiny's Secret), Recitative and Aria. 
From La Forza del Destine (The Force of Destiny) 
Giuseppe Verdi 
(1813-1901) 
The eon of an innkeeper, Giuseppe Verdi vas born in Le Roncole, near 
Busseto, in the Duchy of Parma. Hia first training ca111e from the villa ge 
organist . Later he studied vith Ferdinand Proves! until age sixteen, at 
whi ch time he began to compose music to be played at one of the l ocal 
churches. Verdi vas refused admission to the Milan Conservatory bec ause 
of his inadequacies in technique and musical education, and he turned to 
private study with Vincenzo Lavigna at La Scala. In 1838, following a 
three year stay in Busseto, Verdi returned to Milan where he began serious 
vork on his first opera, Oberto, conte di San Bonifacio (Oberto, count of 
Bonifacio), which was perforaed successfully at La Scala en November 17, 
1839. 1 The first performance of La Forza del Destine waa given in St. 
Petersburg on November 10, 1862 . Accordi ng to Toye it vas revised and 
presented again in Milan on February 20, 1869, but the revision vas 
less than satisfactory so far as the dramatic action vas concerned. 2 
In 1869 Verdi began c~inq an opera baaed on an Egyptian subject, 
and fran this came one of his beat known vorka, Aida. The style of Aida 
shoved a maturity . in the integration of the orchestra as a part of the 
dr11111a rather than simply as an accompaniment. Following Aida, Verdi 
1Nioolas Slonimsky, (Ed. l Balter' a Bioqrapllical Dictionary of MUsic 
and Musicians (New York: G. Schirmer, 1958) fifth edition, p . 1698-1699 . 
2Francis Toye, Giuseppe verdi, Hh Life and Works (Nev York: Alfred 
A. Knopf, 1946), p. 328. 
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c0111posed two of his greatest operas otello and Falstaff. Verdi's mon-
operatic c<Dpositions other than the Requi• and the ~are seldom 
performed and constitute only a minor part of his work. 3 
Stevens notes that Verdi's songs were largely written early in hi s 
career, but even they suggest an operatic feeling and seem to call for 
a stage setting for their performance.4 
Verdi's concern and love for his fellow man was manifested through 
his operas and more tangibly through his generosity in his dealings with 
t hose in his service. He invested considerable funds in foundations 
which were for the benefit of needy musicians. 5 
lslonimsky, p. 1698-1699. 
4eenis Stevens, (Ed.) A History of Song (New York: w. W. Norton, 
1961)' p. 298. 
SPaul H. Lang, Music In Western Civilization (New York : w. w. 
Norton, 1961), p. 914. 
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urna fatale (Destiny's Secret) is an aria from Verdi's opera La Forza 
del Destino. The recitative and aria froa Act three, scene two are sung 
by Don Carlo, who has sworn to avenge his father's death by killing Don 
Alvaro. Don carlo finally realizes that hh c:omrade in arms is in reality 
the man he's looking for, i.e., his father's murderer. Don Carlo wants 
to reject the feeling that his comrade is less than an honorable gentle-
man1 when he discovers Leonora's picture in Don Alvaro's possessions, he 
is certain of his suspicions. At this point he sings the aria Eqli e 
Salvo! oh gioia immensa! (He is safe! Oh great joy.) In the !!!.!. he 
expresses his joy that Don Alvaro is alive and that he, Don Carlo, will 
have the pleasure of personally avenging his father's death by killing 
the scoundrel. 
Musically, the recitative is accompanied by orchestral interludes 
strategically placed to build the dramatic excitement. The interlude in 
measures twenty-seven and twenty-eight is in a mysterioso style, reminis-
cent of the "villain" theme in a melodrama. 
Example 16. 
Verdi. Recitative and llri~, tlrn& fatale, from La Porza d91 09Stino , 
Measures 27-28. 
r- --- --~ 
I 
The aria opens in E major in a sustained style and is accompanied by 
flowing triplets. It ia divided into two main sections by a section of 
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recitative, measures seventy-nine through one hundred and four. The 
first section is in two part or AB form. The second half of the A 
theme opens in A minor but concludes with a perfect, authentic cadence 
back in E major. The B section is also in E major but it is a contrast-
ing idea in that i t encompasses wider intervals in its melodic material 
and it is more dramatic and melodically ornate. It is interesting to 
note one way in which Verdi embellished the 1118lodic material in the B 
section through a comparison of measure sixty-seven with seventy-two. 
Example 17. 
Verdi . Recitative del Destino, 
Following a section of recitative in which Don Carlo discovers 
Leonora's picture in Don Alvaro' a possessions, the second half of the aria 
opens in E major in maasure one hundred and five. The form of this sec-
tion of the aria is A-B-A-c-coda. Each of the A themes is eight measures 
in length with a half cadence on the fourth measure and a full cadence 
at the end of the eighth measure. The B and C themes are sung at a dy-
n.uaic level of piano in contrast to the druoatic fortissimo' a of the A 
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theme a. The coda beg ina on beat two of ""'"sure one hundred and forty-
aeven end is marked Piu moaao. It moves very rapidly and ia punctuated 
by a sixteenth-quarter combination of notes which alternates between 
the vocal line and the accompaniment in measures one hundred fifty-five 
and one hundred fifty-six. 
Example 18. 
Verdi. Reci tative and Aria, Urna fatale, frCIII La Forza del Destino, 
Measures 155-156 . 
The aria concludes with a series of chords in E major . 
The technique which Verdi employs in the accompaniment to approach 
a major vocal entrance is illustrated in the following example. The ac-
cCIIIpaniment ascends to the point of entry of the vocal line in a rapi d 
passage, and is then sustained as the vocalist makes a dramatic entry. 
Example 19. 
Following is a metrical translation by Lorraine Noel Finley. 
Recitative 
To die, appalling fortune! 
So brave a man, so valiant, yet he must die! 
Very peculiar fellow: 
The name of Calatrava shook him. 
Had he been told then, perhaps, of its disgrace? 
Heavens, I have it! 
Suppose he were the villain 
Here in my power and living? 
If I'm mistaken, can this key not tell me? 
Look, the papers: 
How dare I breal< the prcaise I made him? 
He saved my life with courageous daring and skill: 
Yet, I once saved him! 
Can he be the Indian, so cursed, who has stained my family honor? 
Now the seal shall be broken. 
No one can see me : No? 
But I am watching. 
Aria 
Destiny's secret held in your keeping, 
Vainly you tempt me, be-gone and vanish. 
Stains on our honor I came to banish, 
Not to increase our disgrace and woe. 
Pledged words are sacred to men of honor. 
May all these papers guard their secret hidden: 
Go, evil notion, go, thought unbidden, 
That breeds unworthiness foul and low : 
That prompts ignoble action to grow. 
Recitative 
Suppose I find some other facta to prove it? 
I'll look. See here's a picture without a seal: 
He IIUlde no mention, I promised nothing1 
Pull it open: Heavens: Leonora: 
Don Alvaro lies stricken. 
Let life now fill him So that my hand may kill him! 
He's living, the danger is over. 
Aria 
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Ah! he is sate! What rapture floods my heart to know that I can kill him: 
Vile betrayer, now at last I •ite with vengeance all aflame. 
Leonore, where are you hiding? Did you follow Father's 8layer? 
Do you seek your base betrayer, One who brought on you your shame? 
Ah, what joy will fill my being When my sword has found its mission, 
Sending both to dark perdition! Let its blow take perfect aim. 
Holy duty, now may my sword kill with perfect aim both together , 
sacred act, Sword all aflame!6 
6Kurt Adler, (Ed.) Operatic AnthologY (New York: G. Schirmer, 1953), 
Vol. IV., p. 128-142. 
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Chants Populaires Hebraiques (Popular Hebrew Chants) ... Darius Milhaud 
(1892 - ) 
Born in Aix-en-Provence on September 4, 1892, The French composer, 
Darius Milhaud was immensely interested in music as a child. At an early 
age he studied violin and improvised melodies at the piano. When he was 
seventeen, he entered the Paris Conservatory where he studied under Paul 
Dulcas and Vincent D'Indy. Milhaud associated with such outstandinq per-
sonages as Erik Satie, Jean Cocteau and Paul Claudel, and accompanied 
the latter to Brazil as his secretary in 1917. Upon his return to Paris 
he became better known by being named as a member of "Les Six, • (The Six) 
a group of French composers includinq Auric, Durey, Honegger, Poulenc 
and Tailleferre. Milhaud visited the United States in 1922 and lectured 
and played his own works on piano at Harvard, Princeton and Columbia. 
Three years later, in 1925, he toured Italy, Germany, Austria and Russia 
and finally returned to France where he resumed composinq and teaching. 
When World War II began he returned to the United States and on this 
visit he taught at Mills College in Oakland, California. At the close of 
the war he returned to France and began teachinq at the Paris Conservatory , 
In his later years he has continued regular visits to the United States, 
but his arthritic condition 11111de it increasingly difficult for him to 
travel. He now must direct his compositions from a wheel chair. 
Milhaud has been regarded as an experimentalist with his 11.1sic. His 
association with South American musical cultures, particularly the rhyth-
mic vitality of Brazilian music, is revealed in many of his works. He 
has experimented with polytonality a great deal and has composed some 
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works for electronic inatrumenta. 1 The juz rhythms of the United States, 
particularly those heard in the night clubs of Harlem, had an equally pro-
found influence on Milhaud. In the following statement he expresses great 
feeling for this music. 
The music I heard was absolutely different from anything I had eve r 
heard before, and was a revelation to me. Against the beat of the 
drl.mls the melodic lines criss-crossed in a breathless pattern of 
broken and twisted rhythms • • • • Its eff~ct on me was so over -
whelming that I could not tear myself away. 
Milhaud beqan composing when the techniques of this century were a l -
ready in use and consequently he has been able to compose rather freely 
in any of the present idioms. Thickness of texture and polytonality are 
the most readily identifiable characteristics of his music. His rhythms 
are usually heavily syncopated and are often made up of irregular pat-
terns.3 
In the following statement Milhaud writes of his preference for the 
sounds of polytonality. 
What I could not understand was why, thouqh the har11Dny books dealt 
with chords and their inversions and the laws governing their se-
quence, the same thinq could not be done for polytonality. I grew 
more familiar with sane of these chorda. They satisfied my ear 
more than the normal ones, for a polytonal chord is more subtly 
sweet and more violently potent.4 
lNicolas Slonimsky, (Ed.) Baker's Biographical Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians (New York: G. Schirmer, 1958), fifth edition, p. 1090. 
2peter s. Hansen, Twentieth Century Music (Boston: Allyn and Bacon , 
Inc., 1967), second edition, p . 132-133. 
)Ibid., p. 139-140. 
4sam Morgenstern, (Ed.) Canposers on Music (New York: Pantheon 
Books Inc., 1956), p. 473-474. 
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Chants Populaires Hebraiques, a collection of popular Hebrew chants, 
was composed in 1925 when Milhaud was thirty-three. 5 Following is an 
English translation of number two, Le Chant Du Veilleur (The Song of the 
wa tchlllan) . 
Hello! Who goes there? 
A sad watchman, a poor sentinel, 
Who travels in the night, 
Terrible sleep go away from me, 
Am I made of iron? 
Everybody sleeps and relaxes in peace, 
They forget the troubles of the day. 
Only I look in vain for rest and repose 
On top of this rock. 6 
A haunting, lonely feeling pervades this song of the night watchman. 
The polytonal techniques enhance the mood of the text. The first and 
final four measures of the vocal line are identical stat.,...ents of the 
text, but they render a more dramatic exclamation at the close than at 
the beginning. The right hand of the accaapaniment contains no accident-
als and takes on a purely modal character, and, when C<llllbined with the 
left hand part, it evokes the watchman's feelings of loneliness and frus-
tration revealed in the text. Significantly, the accompaniment closes 
one full measure before the vocal line ia concluded, adding further to 
the effect of the night vatct.an's solitude . 
5slonimsky, p. 1092. 
6Janine Roitz, Personal interview, June 10, 1970. 
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Example 20. 
Darius Milhaud. Chants Populaires Hebraiques, number t,..,, Le Chant 
Measures 31- 32. ~~~~~~ 
The song may said to be in A~ form with a rather abbreviated B 
section. The opening section maintains a bi-modal harmonic structure, D 
major and D lllinor, through measure seven. Measures eight through eleven 
see a change to C major in the right hand of the accompaniment while the 
D major tonality is maintained in the left hand. Measures twelve through 
fifteen return to the original harmonic scheme and bring the first section 
to a close. The B section maintains the same D major tonality in the left 
hand of the piano part but the right hand has now moved to B-flat major 
for two measures and than on to A minor before returning to the original 
D major-minor tonality. The final A section is the same as the opening 
statement with the exception of the E-flat which occurs every fourth quar-
ter note in the left hand. This E-flat has the effect of creating still 
another polytonal effect. 
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Exalllple 21. 
Darius Milhaud. Chants Populaires Hebraiques, number two, Le Chant 
Du Veilleur, Measures 21-22. 
An example of the D major-minor modality which occurs throughout =uch of 
the song is shown here. 
Exalllple 22. 
Darius Milhaud. Chants Populaires Hebraiques, nlmlber two, Le Chant 
Du Veilleur, Measures 2-4. 
Qulva.l&? ~ 
.... j 
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Number six, Chant Hassidique (Hassidique Chant) is translated below . 
What can I say to you 
How can I tell you 
Who can explain the significance of 
One, two, three, four, five, six, seven. 
Seven is the Sabbath 
And six the parts of the Talmud 
And five the parts of the Bible 
And four are the ancestors 
And three the patriarchs 
And two the tables of the law 
And one is our God, 
Our God is unique, 
There is none like Him, 
OUr God is one. 1 
For discussion purposes, Chant Hassidique may be broken down into four 
well-defined sections. The first consists of an accompanying figure made 
up of two ostinato patterns. The pattern in the left hand is a chromat-
ically ascending line in quarter notes with a recurring D whole note as 
a pedal point from which the chromatic line begins its ascent. The right 
hand ostinato is in a lighter vein and is made up of sixteenth and eighth 
notes in a decreasing intervalic relationship of major sixths, perfect 
fifths and perfect fourths. 
Example 23. 
Darius Milhaud. Chants Populaires Hebraiques, nWIIber six, Chant 
Hassidique, Measures 1-2. 
II. Moderement anlme _... 
2-u;'_ te di. rai · J~ 
f""'oo., 
et que 
"""""""' """""""' 
f 11!1' 
.1. 
-
,. 
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These two patterns provide the motivation for the melody in D minor which 
moves pri.JIIarily in eighth and sixteenth notes. The second section in-
eludes a tempo change from moderately aniaated to lively. Here an entire-
ly different type of accompaniment figure is established in the form of 
a percussive, syncopated figure. Throughout this section the vocal line 
is repetitive and makes only elementary rhythmic changes necessary to 
fit the text. 
Example 24. 
Darius Milhaud. Chants Populaires Hebraiques, number six, Chant 
Hassidique, Measures 8-9. 
cinq les par. lies de Ia. Bible 
The third section, measures thirteen through seventeen, finds the 
accompaniment broadening to half and whole notes in a little slower tempo. 
Hilhaud's use of polytonality is most evident here as the harmonies con-
tain elements of D and A minor and B-flat major. The fourth section be-
gins on measure eighteen and contains the same thematic and accanpani.JIIent 
material as section two. The final two measures are of special interest 
in that the accompaniment has broadened exclusively to whole notes and 
that the final chord is an excellent example of Hilhaud' s us.e of polyton-
ality. Note that the final chord contains all of the tones of the D major, 
B-flat and F major chords. 
Exa~~~ple 25. 
Darius Milhaud. Chants Populaires Hebraiques, n~r six, Chant 
Hassidique, Measures 27-28. 
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Milhaud' s use of such sonorities is extensive and the thickness of text-
ure created by these ccabinations of harmonies produces an atmosphere of 
controlled, dynamic energy. 
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Mandoline (Mandolin) . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • Claude Debussy 
(1862-1918) 
Born at St. Germain-en-lays, on Auqust 22, 1862, and admitted to 
the Paris Conservatory at age eleven, Claude Debussy began his study of 
the piano under Mme. Maute de Fleurville. Following graduation, Debussy 
was brought to the attention of Mille. Made:thda von Meek, Tchaikovsky' s 
patroness, who employed Debussy to serve as piano instructor for her 
children. While in her service he became acquainted with the music of 
Mussorgsky and Borodin whose influence was evident in his subsequent 
compositions. In 1884 his ~· L' Enfant prodique (The Prodigal Son), 
won the Grand Prix. Printemps (Springtime) which followed two years 
later was received unfavorably by the jury at the Academy. Soon after 
in 1888, Debussy became a close associate of a group of French poets 
which included Mallarme, He was intrigued by the men of the Symbolist 
school and maintained a close working asaociation with them. In 1889 
Debussy was introduced to Oriental music at the Paris Exposition and 
found it to his liking. 1 
He composed in a variety of forma including one opera, Pelleas et 
Meliaande, which was produced at the Opera-caaique on April 30, 1902. 
The opera caused a great deal of controversy and was labeled decadent by 
some of his critics. In spite of the controversy, it was produced in 
1Nicolas Slonimsky, (Ed,) Baker's Biographical Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians (New York: G. Schiraer, 1958) fifth edition, p. 357-358. 
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London and New York. 
Debussy's last public appearance was on May 5, 1917. Shortly after , 
on March 25, 1918, following two operations, he died of cancer. 2 
Debussy's music differed radically from the music of the Romantic 
period. The contrast between the proqr11111 music of the Rolllantic era and 
the Impressionistic period is noted by Grout. 
It [Impressionist music) differs from most Romantic Program music 
in that, first, it does not seek to express feeling or tell a story, 
but to evoke a mood, an atmosphere; with the help of suggestive 
titles and occasional reminiscences of natural sounds, dance rhythms, 
characteristic bits of melody, and the like; second, impressionism 
relies on allusion and understatement instead of the more forthright 
or strenuous methods of the Ro111antics1 and third, it employs melodies , 
harmonies, colors, rhythms, and formal principles which, in their 
totality, make a musical language sharply different from that of the 
German Romantic Tradition.l 
Debussy's association with and feeling for impressionistic poetry is 
of primary importance. Deri gives an interesting insight into the nature 
of this association • 
••• his songs based on the poetry of Mallarme, Verlaine, Baudelaire , 
and Louys, form the core of his music. His perfect understanding of 
and sympathy with the poets resulted in the most unusual c01111111nion 
ever reached between words and music. The atmosphere of the poems 
is captured in the elusive, ambiguous harmonic idiom of the piano 
part, on which is grafted the perfect recitative of the vocal line. 4 
2rbid. 
loonald J. Group, A History of llestem Music (New York: w. w. 
Norton, 1960), p. 601. 
4otto Deri, Exploring Twentieth Century Music (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston Inc., 1968), p. 162-163. 
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According to Stevens, Mandoline is probably the beat known of 
Debussy's early songs. Ho-ver, Stevens points out that these early 
songs, before 1887, do not have a great deal to say that is really new 
or even exceptionally interesting. 5 
Following i s an English translation by Lilien Jacobs of Debussy' s 
musical setting of Verlaine's Mandolins. 
The serenaders 
And the beautiful listeners 
Exchange idle chatter 
Under the singing branches. 
It is Tircis and it is Aminta, 
And it is the eternal Clitander , 
And it is Damis who for many a cruel mai den 
Fashions many a tender couplet. 
Their short jackets of silk, 
Their elegance, their mirth 
And their blue-soft shadows, 
Whirling in the ecstasy 
Of a moon rose and gray, 
And the mandolin prattles 
Among the currents of the breeze. 
La, la, la, la, la, • • • 6 
In the first and last two measures the piano part consists of an 
octave skip from a grace note to a dotted half note on E-flat. This may 
be interpreted as the mandolin player tuning up the instrument. Debussy 
makes use of several other devices to iaitate the sound of the mandolin. 
These include the broken chord acca~~pani~t in which the strings sound 
individually as if they were being strummed, and the nontertial sonoriti es 
in which perfect fifths are piled on top of each other to sound like the 
open strings of the mandolin. 
Soenia Stevens, (Ed.) A History of Sonq (New York: w. w. Norton, 
1961)' p. 211. 
6Alice Howland and Zeitlin, Poldi, (Ed.) The Art Song (New York : 
Consolidated Music Publishers, 1960), p. 15. 
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Example 26. 
Of particular harmonic interest ia the series of chromatic harmonies 
which Debussy uses to underscore the chromatically descending vocal line. 
Example 27. 
pp 
Mandoline is in three-part song form with the opening section centering 
around harmonies of the dorian mode. The B section opens clearly in C 
major and includes a polyrhythmic combination of duples in the vocal line 
against the triplets of the accompaniment. This has the effect of broad-
ening the vocal line and along with the C major tonal center provides a 
nice contrast to the opening section. 
Example 28 . 
Debussy. Mandoline, Measures 28-29. 
~~t:--~~-1 r22i~ 
L~urs cour · tes Vt !s • tes 11 ~ 
~~ilf~ tti@r 
~·~tJk -~ & ~ 
- --
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Measure thirty-nine brings a return to the A theme which continues through 
measure forty-eight . In measure forty-nine the vocal line begins a series 
of melodic sequences on the neutral syllable "la." The modal and chroma-
tic harmonies are again present in the final A section through measure 
fifty-five at which time the harmonic center settles on A-flat major for 
the duration of the song. 
Parallelism is extensively employed in the wcrk as it is in many of 
Debussy's compositions. This technique along with the use of modal and 
chromatic harmonies and nontertial sonorities are ample evidence of the 
effort he 'was making to break away from traditional methods of composition . 
The importance of these techniques is noted by Myers. 
Perhaps his [Debussy's] greatest contribution was to break down 
once and for all the tyranny of the major and minor scale which 
had weighed so heavily on western music for centuries. By the 
introduction of modal harmonies and other than purely diatoni7 
scales he opened the door to new harmonic developments, •.. 
7Rol1o H. Myers, Debussy (New York: A. A. Wyn Inc.) p. 117. 
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Silent Noon • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . Ralph Vaughan Williams 
(1872-1958) 
Ralph Vaughan Williams was born in Down Ampney , Gloucestershire on 
October 12, 1872. The son of a clergyman, Vaughan Williams was educated 
at Charterhouse School in London, and attended Trinity College in Cam-
bridge from 1892-1895. In 1901 he earned a Doctorate of Music at Cam-
bridge. He became interested in the music of his native England and in 
1904 he became a member of the English Folk SOng SOCiety. His composi -
tions of this time exhibit the trend toward English nationalism. In 
1909, at age thirty-seven, he went to Paris where he studied composition 
for a short time under Ravel.l 
Der12 points out that England had fallen into a state of musical 
stagnation which began with the death ot Purcell. This condition was 
still in evidence at the beginning of the twentieth century . Vaughan 
Williams was one of the first to help restore an English musical culture 
missing since the days of Purcell and Handel. Deri supports the idea 
that Vaughan Williams, through his use of folk-song materialo, was able 
to establish the beginning of a distinctive English musical style on 
which later composers were able to build . 3 
1Nicolas Slonimsky, (Ed.) Baker'• Bioqraphical Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians (New York: G. Schirmer, 1958), fifth edition, p. 1692. 
2otto Deri, Exploring Twentieth-century Music (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston Inc., 1968), p. 440. 
3Ibid. 
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According to Grout, 4 Vaughan Williams' main sources of inspiration were 
the English folk song, English Hymnody, and seventeenth-century English 
literature. 
Vaughan Williams' works include nine symphonies, various orchestral 
pieces, songs, operas and many choral works. Stevens5 notes that Vaughan 
Williams' songs were an important part of his musical creativity until 
1930 when there was a slackening of interest in performance of solo songs . 
At this time Vaughan Williams turned his abilities in the direction of 
larger forms of choral composition. 
Silent Noon, composed in 1900, is his musical setting of a poem by 
the English poet Dante Gabriel Rossetti. The accompaniment in the open-
ing section consists of a syncopated figure which is an eighth , quarter , 
and three eighth note pattern. The accompaniment supplies a background 
of s e renity and calm . 
EXa.Diple 29 . 
4oonald J. Grout, A History of Western Music (New York: W. w. 
Norton, 1960), p. 618. 
Soenis stevens, A History of SOng (New York : w. w. Norton, 1961), 
p. 163. 
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In contrast to the accompaniment the vocal line is not syncopated. An 
interesting word painting technique is employed in measure five with the 
broadening of the solo line to a half note on the word "long. • The work 
is in three part song form. The first and last sections are in 0-flat 
major. The contrasting middle section is in F major from measure nine -
teen through thirty-two and then it passes through B-flat major, E-flat 
major and E-flat minor before it returns to the original key of 0-flat 
major in measure fifty-five. The middle section also includes a ~ 
modification to Poco piu ~sao and employs an arpeggiated left hand 
figure in the accompaniment which supplies a slightly more urgent qual-
ity for this section. Also of interest in the B section is the quasi 
recitative style which Vaughan Williams employs at the beginning of the 
passage in E-flat major. 
Example 30. 
Ralph Vaughan Williams. Silent Noon. Measures 44-45. 
f/''5 
l 1 1 
.. 
The original th,..e enters again in -asure sixty-one and. continues forward 
to the climactic point of the song in measure seventy where an octave skip 
from 0 to 01 occurs in the solo line. This is complemented by a broaden-
ing of the accompaniment in measures sixty-eight through seventy. A feel-
ing of complete repose prevails through the concluding portion as the 
accompaniment repeats a 0-flat major chord three times. 
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Lullee, Lullay . .••• • ....••••• .•• ••. William Bergsma 
(1921- ) 
Born in Oakland, California, William Bergsma's first .usical endea -
vors began with the study of the violin. He became interested in compo-
sition in the summer of 1937 and was given some encouragement by Howard 
Hanson . In 1940, when he entered the Eastman School of Music, he studied 
under Howard Hanson and Bernard Rogers. He settled in New York and in 
1946 received an appointment to the faculty of the Juilliatd School of 
Music where he was an instructor in composition. He received a commi ss ion 
f rom the Carl Fischer Company in 1947 to compose a work to honor the 
twenty- fifth anniversary of the League of Composers. This commission 
resulted in a vork for string orchestra, The Fortunate Islands. 1 
In 1963 Bergsma was appointed the director of the School of Music 
at the University of Washi ngton in Seattle . "His Toccata for the Sixth 
~ was commissioned for the inaugural veek concert of the Juilliard 
Orchestra during the week of dedication of Philharmonic Hall in Lincoln 
Center for the Performing Arts in New York, • ••• •2 
laernard Taylor, (Ed.) Contemporary Songs in English (New York : 
Carl Fischer Inc., 1956), p. 4. 
2Nicolas Slonimsky, (Ed.) Baker's Biographical Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians (New York: G. Schirmer, 1965 supplement), p. 12. 
so 
Lullee, Lullay, a lullaby in a contemporary harmonic setting, util-
izes as its text a poem by Janet Lewis. The thickness of texture of the 
accompaniment created in places by the nontertial sonorities produces a 
fresh harmonic effect which became more pleasing as the performer became 
better acquainted with the work. The frequent meter changes, thirty-
three in all, are not noticeable as such and are textually motivated. 
While the song is certainly not atonal, the almost constant presence 
of nonharmonic tones precludes the application of traditional harmonic 
analysis. In lieu of this it is more practical to analyze the work in 
terms of tonal centers. The opening vocal statement outlines E-flat 
major and is paralleled in the left hand of the piano part by an F minor 
triad . There are examples of polytonalities to be found throughout the 
song as in measure five which contains all the elements of B-flat major 
and F minor. 
Example 31. 
Bergsma. Lullee, Lullay, Measure 5. 
nt 
... 
could not love thee more if thou wast 
, l lf s-
. .. 
.----. 
- ~ y 
-Bergsma utilizes an F major chord at the beginning of measure eight to 
emphasize the text. 
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Example 32. 
The second section opens in F major and gives passing reference to E-
flat and C major. Section three contains a repeat of two measures of 
the original vocal statement, measures two and three, and then broadens 
in the accompaniment in measure twenty-six to accommodate the pianissimo 
statement of the text, "That which doth stir like summer in thy side 
The original two words of the text are stated twice more in the song in 
measures thirty-nine through forty and measures fifty-five through fifty-
~ight at the conclusion. The melodic idea in m~asure thirty-nine is in-
verted however, and centers around E major. The final appearance of the 
phrase includes a return to the E-flat major and F minor tonalities men-
tioned earlier. 
Structurally the song is through composed. The four restatements 
of the text "Lullee, Lullay" provide an overall unity. 
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Now Sleeps The Crimson Petal • • • •••••••..••• Roger Quilter 
(1877-1953) 
Enqlish composer, Roger Quilter studied at Eton Colleqe and later 
in Frankfurt. He is known mainly for his musical settings of Shakespearian 
lyrics. In addition, he has written excellent arrangements of many folk 
and traditional songs. SOme of his vocal works include The Sailor And 
His Lass, To Julia, Seven Elizabethan Lyrics, Songs of Sorrow, Three Sonqs 
of the Sea and Four Shakespearian Sonqs.l 
The selection of text is of prime importance in sonqvriting and 
Quilter has proved himself the master of this task. 
Quilter ' s sonqs may be reqarded as a peak in that Enqlish tradition 
of decorous romantic i sm which is also to be found in Parry. such a 
sonq as Nov Sleeps The Crimson Petal (Tennyson) showed how Quiltsr 
shared with Parry a particular sensitivity to the accentuation of 
words as well as a hiqh standard in choice of verse.2 
Few composers in history have succeeded in makinq a serious reputa-
tion for themselves throuqh their sonqs alone. However, Quilter, as wa s 
the case with Schubert, has earned a place in music history larqely 
through hi& ~t songs. 3 
It is qenerally known that England suffered a long period of musical 
staqnation after Purcell and Handel. This inactivity ended durinq the 
last quarter of the nineteenth century. 
1oenis Stevens, A History Of Sonq (New York: W. W. Norton, 1961) , 
p. 166. 
2Ibid. 
)Ibid . , p. 167. 
A musical reawakening can be partially attributed to the creative 
efforts of Sir Charles Hastings, Hubert Parry and Sir Charles Villiers 
Stanford. These men rejected the use of llllnufactured texts for their 
choral works and instead employed the works of qreat English poets. 
That this movement must surely have had its effect on Quilter is evi-
denced by his musical settings for literary works by Shakespeare and 
Te.nnyson. 4 
The simple, direct, romantic appeal of Quilter's Now Sleeps The 
Crimson Petal makes it an ideal art song for both the beginner and the 
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professional . For the most part the harmonies are diatonic . The accom-
paniment follows the vocal line in its opening statement in a series o f 
parallel triads which nicely illustrate the natural rise and fall of the 
musical phrase. 
Example 33. 
pe . lnl. nuw the 
The first stanza concludes in D major in measure twelve and is followed 
by a repeat of the introduction an octave lower. The second stanza 
4Paul H. Lang, Music In Western Civilization (New York: w. W. 
Norton, 1941), p. 931. 
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contains an ext~nsion, measures twenty-two and twenty-three, in which 
the text "be lost" is repeated. This brief repetition of text is crucial 
to the serenity of the closing measures of the vocal line. 
Example 34. 
Measures 22-23 . 
= 
klst, __ .U 
I 
Quilter uses ninth chords to good advantage on several occasions. 
These create a lush sound, much in keeping with Tennyson's romantic text. 
Example 35. 
Roger Quilter. Now Sleeps The Crimson Petal, Measure 19. 
So fnl tl lloy . se lr, my dear . esl. thou, and 
Jl, 
-·=-J 
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The technique of alternati ve five-four and three-four meter signatures 
keeps the song rhythmically interesting and is ideally wedded to the flow 
of the text . 
Structurally, each stanza is .. de up of five short phrases with each 
being no more than two measures in length. The accompaniment supplies 
rhythmic movement at the conclusion of each phrase and successfully leads 
into the next statement of the vocal line. 
Conclusion 
The report has invoked an admiration for the discipline and 
genius which brought the various works into being and has proven 
vital to the continued growth and development of musicianship. The 
detailed analysis and preparation of the works selected for recital 
performance gave the performer an awareness of the subtle creative 
powers of the composers involved. It has instilled a desire to 
become more intimately acquainted with other works of these same 
composers and periods of music history. 
In addition, the report has provided an opportunity to exercise 
and increase the writer's knnwledge of the basic tools of music re-
search, theory, history, form and style. 
Professionally, the preparation of this paper has helped to bring 
about a more mature approach to the art of musical performance through 
the deeper understanding of the objectives set forth in the intro-
duction. 
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